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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an interactive motion
synthesis technique that synthesizes a contin-
uous motion sequence from given elementary
motions. A user can either specify the execution
timings of motions, or execute motions in a
sequence with automatically determined execu-
tion timings. Our method is based on a previous
approach that determined the appropriate
synthesis method and blending range for each
pair of sequential motions, while considering
the constraints between the foot and ground in
the elementary motions to prevent foot sliding.
However, using only the foot-ground constraints
to determine the blending range may generate
unnatural motions such as non-smooth, too
fast, or too slow transitions. Moreover, simple
motion blending with a regular weight function
can generate unnatural motions. To solve
these problems, we have introduced an optimal
blending range and a weight function, which
are determined for each blending segment
for the upper and lower body. We also intro-
duced extensions for applying this method to
interactive character control. We have success-
fully applied our method to both animation
generation and interactive character control.

Keywords: motion synthesis, motion con-
trol, motion transition, motion blending

1 Introduction

A set of short elementary motions can be used
to generate a long motion sequence. This is a
common approach for both off-line animation
production and on-line character control in in-

teractive applications such as computer games.
However, it is not easy to make a smooth con-
nection between two motions. Many parame-
ters must be tuned by an animator, including the
alignment of motions, blending range, and addi-
tional constraints.

State machines are often used to apply this ap-
proach in interactive applications. A state ma-
chine is represented by a graph structure that
contains information about possible connections
between elementary motions and the specific
motion blending parameters for each connec-
tion. Constructing such a state machine takes
time, especially when there are many elemen-
tary motions. Because of this, it is difficult to
include many elementary motions in a state ma-
chine. As a result, characters in interactive ap-
plications can currently only perform a limited
number of actions. A method that enables ele-
mentary motions to be executed over any exe-
cution time and automatically synthesized con-
tinuous motion sequences will be beneficial for
interactive character control and animation pro-
duction. Then, a large number of pre-created
(captured) elementary motions will be fully uti-
lized.

In this paper, we propose an interactive mo-
tion synthesis technique that synthesizes a con-
tinuous motion sequence from given elementary
motions (Figure 1). A user can either specify the
execution times of motions or execute motions
in a sequence with automatically determined ex-
ecution times. Our method is based on a previ-
ous approach in [1], which determined the ap-
propriate synthesis method and blending range
for each pair of sequential motions, considering
the constraints between the foot and the ground
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Figure 1: Example of interactive motion synthesis. When elementary motions are placed on the time-
line, a synthesized motion sequence is generated.

to prevent foot sliding. However, determining
the blending range using only foot-ground con-
straints may generate unnatural motions such as
non-smooth, too fast, or too slow transitions.
Moreover, simple motion blending with a reg-
ular weight function can also generate unnatural
motions. To solve these problems, we have in-
troduced an optimal blending range and a weight
function, which are determined for each blend-
ing segment for the upper or lower body. We
propose new criteria and methods for determin-
ing these values.
We also introduce extensions for applying this

method to interactive character control. When
an elementary motion is added and the synthe-
sized motion is updated while being played, the
part of the motion that has been already played
shouldn’t be changed. We extended our method
so that it considers this constraint.
Our method can be used for both animation

generation and interactive character control. For
animation generation, a user can arrange el-
ementary motions on the timeline in a simi-
lar way as existing non-linear animation editing
systems. Then, our system interactively gen-
erates synthesized motion as the user changes
the execution timing of an elementary motion.
For interactive character control, our system can
work like a game engine. Our system updates
the synthesized motion when a new elementary
motion is input by a user,
The results of our experiments are promising

for both animation editing and interactive char-
acter control with dancing and fighting motions,
which are dynamic movements that are consid-
ered difficult for motion synthesis methods.

2 Related Work

2.1 Motion Synthesis

There are many approaches for synthesizing a
continuous motion by making smooth transi-
tions between input motions.
Motion blending is one commonly used tech-

nique [2, 3], and is available in many animation
editing systems. However, making a smooth
connection between twomotions is not that easy.
Many parameters, such as the alignment of mo-
tions, blending range, and additional constraints,
must be tuned by an animator. Wang and Boden-
heimer [3] proposed a method for determining
an appropriate blending duration. They assumed
that the execution timing of the motion is deter-
mined by the method and did not consider user
defined execution timings. Moreover, they did
not consider the constraints between the foot and
ground. In general, motion blending techniques
are applicable when the previous and next mo-
tions are similar poses. In particular, it does not
work well when the foot positions are different.
Motion interpolation [4, 5] can be used to cre-

ate smooth transitions. However, this approach
is only applicable when the previous and follow-
ing motions are of the same category and are pa-
rameterized for interpolation in advance.
Motion synthesis methods based on the con-

straint between the foot and ground have been
proposed [1, 5, 6]. They can automatically de-
termine the appropriate blending method and
range so as to prevent foot sliding. However,
as explained in Section 1, this approach has
problems. Unnatural motions may be gener-



ated if we determine the blending range based
on only the foot-ground constraints or use sim-
ple motion blending with a regular weight func-
tion. Our method extends the method in [1] and
solves these problems. Other previously pro-
posed methods [6, 5] use only one type of mo-
tion blending and cannot handle various cases.
Moreover, they always determine the execution
timings, so they cannot deal with user-defined
timings.
There are approaches for generating smooth

transitions that considering the physics of the
motion. Rose et al. [7] considered joint torques
for making transition between motions. They
used inverse dynamics to compute the required
joint torques, and optimized a short transition
motion to minimize the joint torques. This
kind of optimization is computationally inten-
sive, and it is difficult to compute joint torques
when a character is standing and moving their
foot. Zordan et al. [8] used physics simulations
to generate smooth transitions from a motion to
a falling down motion. They first applied mo-
tion blending between two motions to generate
an initial target motion. They then applied pro-
portional derivative (PD) controllers and physics
simulations. However, the quality of the result-
ing motions rely on the motion blending method
and PD controllers. This technique is suitable
for transitions to falling motions, but not for
other kinds of motions. Shum et al. [9] pro-
posed a motion concatenation based on the an-
gular moment of motions. This method finds an
appropriate timing for the blending that main-
tains the angular moment of motions during the
transition. However, this method is targeted at
motions that share the same rotational axis and
cannot be applied to other kinds of motions.
Another approach is to find an intermediate

motion in a database [10]. This is effective, es-
pecially when the poses of the two motions are
not similar. However, this approach requires a
lot of data, because there may be many possible
combinations of poses. Moreover, it takes some
time to calculate the transitions.

2.2 Interactive Motion Generation

As explained in Section 1, state machines are
commonly used in current computer games.
Recently developed game engines such as

Mecanim from Unity and Euphoria from Nat-
ural Motion provide editing tools for designing
a state machine using a graphical user interface.
However, it is still difficult to construct a state
machine with a large number of motions, be-
cause all the possible connections between mo-
tions must be tuned. Moreover, because motion
blending can only be applied to the connections
between two motions that share similar poses,
the elementary motions must be carefully cre-
ated or captured.
A motion graph is a technique for automat-

ically constructing a graph structure [11]. It
is automatically constructed from a set of long
motion sequences. However, this approach re-
quires a lot of motion data that contain similar
poses. Moreover, there is no guarantee that an
expected action can be executed quickly, and
so it is difficult to interactively control a char-
acter. Recently, statistical models that contain
transitions of poses (smaller motion segments)
have been proposed [12], but they have the same
problems. Unfortunately, these methods have
not been widely implemented in current com-
puter games.
There are other approaches for using sets of

elementary motions that do not split them into
short segments. A method for constructing a
state machine-like graph structure of elemen-
tary motions was proposed in [13]. There are
also methods for planning character motions us-
ing elementary motions [14, 15, 16]. However,
these methods use similar poses from the given
sets of motions to make smooth transitions, and
have the same problems as motion graphs.
In our method, a quick and smooth transition

is generated between any pair of motions with-
out preparing an additional data structure.

3 System Overview

Our system generates a continuous motion se-
quence from a number of elementary motions
with any execution timings, as shown in Figure
1. A user can either specify the execution tim-
ings of the input motions or execute the input
motions in sequence with automatically deter-
mined execution timings.
The input motions must be created in ad-

vance. Many methods can be used, for example.



motion capture and keyframing. In addition, the
user can specify the core part of each input mo-
tion. Normally, a motion of a single action con-
tains preparation and recuperation phases that
occur before and after the core part. By specify-
ing the time period, our system tries to preserve
the core part while making smooth transitions.
When multiple motions are given with the

same execution timing, not all motions may be
executable. In this case, our system rejects the
unexecutable motions.

4 Motion Synthesis Method

This section describes our motion synthesis
method. We focus on our method for mak-
ing smooth connections between two elemen-
tary motions. We assume that we are given two
elementary motions and their execution timings.
The extension for automatically determining ex-
ecution timings is explained in Section 5.
To combine multiple elementary motions into

a motion sequence, the elementary motions are
sorted by their execution times and the motion
synthesis method is repeatedly applied to each
pair of sequential motions to make smooth con-
nections.

4.1 Fundamental Method

Our method is based on the motion synthe-
sis method proposed in [1]. In this section,
we briefly describe an overview of the existing
method.
It determines the appropriate blending

method and segment based on constraints be-
tween the foot and ground in the input motions,
which are automatically analyzed based on the
heights and velocities of the feet. There are four
types of blending methods: motion transition,
motion connection, and motion adaptation with,
and without, the lower body pose transition.
These are shown in Figure 2. Unlike other
motion synthesis methods that only use motion-
to-motion blending, our method choses an
appropriate type of blending for each segment,
namely motion-to-motion, pose-to-motion,
motion-to-pose, or pose-to-pose. In motion-
to-motion blending, two segments from two
motions are blended. Motion-to-pose blends

a segment of the previous motion and a pose
from the following motion. The four types of
blending methods and their conditions are as
follows.
Motion transition is applied if the same foot

is moved in two motions at the same time. A
motion-to-motion blending is applied to the seg-
ment of the foot-moving phase of the motions
(Figure 2(a)).
Motion connection is applied if a foot is

moved in the previous motion. A motion-to-
pose blending is applied (Figure 2(b)).
Motion adaptation is applied if a foot is

moved in the previous motion. The lower body
pose of the previous motion is preserved in the
following motion. If a foot is moved during the
following motion, a pose-to-motion blending is
applied (Figure 2(c)). Otherwise, the lower body
pose of the previous motion is preserved until
the end of the following motion (Figure 2(d)).
During motion adaptation, the lower body pose
is deformed to maintain the foot positions on the
previous motion and the pelvis position is ad-
justed so that it maintains its relative position to
the feet (based on the modified foot positions).
Note that terms such as motion transition,

connection, adaptation, blending, and synthesis
may have been used to represent different con-
cepts in previous studies. There are no clear def-
initions of these terms. In this paper, we follow
the terms and definitions used in [1].
The initial position and orientation of the fol-

lowing motion is automatically determined so
that the supporting foot positions and body ori-
entations of the two motions are aligned. The
body orientation during a motion is computed
based on the direction of the pelvis movement.

4.2 Blending Methods and Segments

Our method determines the appropriate blend-
ing method using the approach described above.
Several internal blending segments are created
for each pair of sequential motions.
The differences between the previous method

and ours can be summarized as follows. First,
our method treats the upper and lower body sep-
arately and generates individual blending seg-
ments, because the appropriate blending ranges
are often different. In addition, the weight func-
tion used in the blending is determined for each



(a) motion transition (b) motion connection

(c) motion adaptation (with lower body pose transtion) (d) motion adaptation (without lower body pose transtion)
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Figure 2: Motion synthesis method. One of four types of blending methods is applied to a pair of
sequential motions.

segment.
Second, our method considers the core part of

the motion. As explained in Section 3, the user
can specify the core part of each input motion.
Normally, an elementary motion has a prepara-
tion phase and a recuperation phase before and
after the core. During motion synthesis, the core
parts of the input motions should be preserved,
and the preparation and recuperation phases can
disappear. However, the preparation and recu-
peration phases are important for smooth tran-
sitions, particularly when there is some interval
between the motions. The synthesized motions
look unnatural if we only use the core parts as
the input motions. Therefore, we allow users to
manually specify the core part of each input mo-
tion.
We create the internal blending segments for

each type of blending method considering these
factors.

4.2.1 Motion Transition

Motion transition is applied when the same foot
is moved in two motions. These foot-moving
phases must be outside of the core parts.
In motion transition, two blending segments

are created (Figure 2(a)). For lower body mo-
tions, the phases where the same foot is moved
in two motions are blended using a motion-to-
motion blending. For upper body motions, a
pose-to-pose blending is applied at the same

time, because the input motions in the blend-
ing segment are not relevant to the synthesized
motion and the blending between the initial
and terminal poses produces a smooth motion.
These two blending segments can have different
ranges.
LetC0(tc0,begin ∼ tc0,end) andC1(tc1,begin ∼

tc1,end) be the core parts of the previous and
following motions, and P0(tp0,begin ∼ tp0,end)
and P1(tp1,begin ∼ tp1,end) be the foot-moving
phases in the previous and following motions.
When constructing the blending segment for

the lower body using a motion-to-motion blend-
ing, we consider that the overlap of phases P0

and P1 (tp0,begin ∼ tp1,end) is the core part of
the blending segment. Therefore, the segment
for the lower body (S0 (ts0,begin ∼ ts0,end))
must satisfy the following conditions.

tc0,end < ts0,begin < tp1,end,
tp0,begin < ts0,end < tc1,begin,
ts0,begin < ts0,end

(1)

Similarly, the blending segment for the upper
body with pose-to-pose blending S1 (ts1,begin ∼
ts1,end) must satisfy the following conditions.

tc0,end < ts1,begin < tp1,end,
tp0,begin < ts1,end < tc1,begin,
ts1,begin < ts1,end

(2)

Within these possible ranges, an optimal
blending range is determined for each segment.



The details are explained in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Motion Connection

In motion connection, two blending segments
are created (Figure 2(b)). A motion-to-pose
blending is applied for lower body motions, be-
cause the foot-moving phase in the previous mo-
tion and the terminal pose in the following mo-
tion are important.
Let P0(tp0,begin ∼ tp0,end) be the foot-

moving phase in the previous motion. The
blending segment for the lower body with
motion-to-pose blending S0 must satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions.

ts0,begin = tp0,begin,
tp0,begin < ts0,end < tc1,begin,
ts0,begin < ts0,end

(3)

The segment for the upper body with pose-
to-pose blending S1 must satisfy the following
conditions.

tp0,begin < ts1,begin < tc1,begin,
tp0,begin < ts1,end < tc1,begin,
ts1,begin < ts1,end

(4)

4.2.3 Motion Adaptation with the Lower
Body Pose Transition

In motion adaptation with a lower body pose
transition, four blending segments are created
(Figure 2(c)).
Let P1(tp1,begin ∼ tp1,end) be the foot-

moving phase in the following motion
M1(tm1,begin ∼ tm1,end). P1 may be within
or after the core part of the following motion.
The blending segment for the lower body with
pose-to-motion blending S0 must satisfy the
following conditions.

ts0,begin = tp0,begin,
tp0,begin < ts0,end < tm1,end,
ts0,begin < ts0,end

(5)

The blending segments for the transition be-
tween motions of the lower body S1 and the up-
per body S2 must satisfy the following condi-
tions.

tc0,end < ts1,begin < tc1,begin,
tc0,end < ts1,end < tc1,begin,
ts1,begin < ts1,end

(6)

The same conditions are applied to S2.
Finally, the segment for deforming the lower

body pose is applied to the segment S3 where

ts3,begin = ts1,end,
ts3,end = ts0,begin.

(7)

4.2.4 Motion Adaptation without the Lower
Body Pose Transition

In motion adaptation without the lower body
pose transition, three blending segments are
created (Figure 2(d)). The segments in Sec-
tion 4.2.3 are used, except that the foot-moving
phase S0 cannot exist and the segment for de-
forming the lower body pose lasts until the end
of the motion. That is,

ts3,end = tm1,end. (8)

4.2.5 Selection of Blending Method

When there are several options available, we
choose one based on their priorities: motion
transition > motion connection > motion adap-
tation. If there are several options for foot-
moving phases in the same blending method cat-
egory, we use the option with the longest blend-
ing range. In other words, we use the option that
has the closest foot-moving phase to the core of
the input, because it is expected to produce the
smoothest transition.
On the other hand, if the core parts of motions

overlap with each other, the following motion
cannot be executed and will be rejected.

4.3 Optimal Blending Range

For each of the blending segments described in
Section 4.2, an optimal blending range is deter-
mined within the possible range. The initial time
of the range is searched for within the previous
motion, while the terminal time of the range is
searched for within the following motion. In
some cases, either the beginning or end time has
already been determined and we only need to
find the other, as defined in Section 4.2.
A blending range that is defined by its ini-

tial (t0) and terminal (t1) times is determined by
solving the following optimization problem.
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mint0∈S,t1∈S(wtQt(t0, t1) + wpQp(t0, t1)+
wvQv(t0, t1))

(9)
where S is the possible range defined in Sec-
tion 4.2. Qt, Qp, Qv represent the objective
functions for the time, pose, and velocity, re-
spectively. wt, wp, wv are the weights for these
terms.
The objective function for the time evaluates

the distance between the interval of the foot-
moving phase P (tp,begin ∼ tp,end) and the in-
terval of the blend range,

Qt(t0, t1) = |(tp,end−tp,begin)−(t1−t0)| (10)
This means that the closer they are to each other,
the better. For a pose-to-pose blending segment,
this term evaluates the interval of the blending
range,

Qt(t0, t1) = t1 − t0 (11)

This means that a shorter blending range is bet-
ter.

The objective function for the pose evaluates
the difference between the poses from two mo-
tions at t0 and t1. There are several ways to
compute a distance between poses. As in [11],
we have used the average distance between the
positions of primary joints after two poses are
aligned so that their pelvis positions and body
orientations match. The distance between the
pose from the previous motion at time t0 and the
pose from the following motion at time t1 is

Qp(t0, t1) = D(t0, t1) =
n∑

i=1

|pi(t1)−pi(t0)|/n
(12)

where pi is the position of the i-th primary joint
at the specified time, and n is the amount of
primary joints. When determining a blending
segment for the lower body, only the joints in
the lower body are used. When determining a
blending segment for the upper body, only the
joints in the upper body are used.
In general, it is difficult to define the veloc-

ity of a motion, because a motion sequence is
a multi-dimensional signal. In our method, we



use the distance between poses for computing
the velocity in a similar way as in [3]. The objec-
tive function for the velocity evaluates the differ-
ence between the average velocity of the blend-
ing range and the velocity at the pose. The ve-
locity at t in an input motion is

V (t) = D(t, t+ ε)/ε (13)

where ε is a small time step. The average ve-
locity between t0 and t1 is computed using the
distance equation

Qv(t0, t1) = |V (t0)−D(t0, t1)/(t1 − t0)|+
|V (t1)−D(t0, t1)/(t1 − t0)|

(14)
We use both the objective functions for pose

and velocity, although they may conflict, be-
cause the velocity evaluates only the changes of
the distance between poses, and we also need
the distance.
The weights wt, wp, wv in Equation (9) must

be specified. A user may want to control these
weights, because motion synthesis involves a
trade-off between responsiveness and smooth-
ness. However, manually controlling all these
parameters is difficult. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3, we allow a user to specify a parame-
ter W between 0.0 (most responsive) and 1.0
(smoothest). We prepare two sets of weights that
are linearly blended based on the parameterW .
The optimization problem (Equation (9)) is

easily solved by searching for an optimal combi-
nation of variables (t0, t1) with small intervals,
because the parameters have at most two dimen-
sions. A simple coarse-to-fine approach further
facilitates the process, first searching for candi-
dates with a large interval, and then narrowing
them down to an optimal answer with a small
interval.

4.4 Optimal Weight Function

A weight function is used to blend two motions
or poses. It is defined as

w = f(t) (15)

where t is the normalized time, and w is the nor-
malized weight (between 0.0 and 1.0). A lin-
ear function or a fixed smooth-in and -out func-
tion is typically used for blending. However,

these weight functions can generate unnatural
motions. Our method determines an optimal
weight function for each blending segment.

4.4.1 Pose-to-Pose and Motion-to-Motion
Blending

For pose-to-pose and motion-to-motion blend-
ing, we consider the velocity at the initial time
of the blending segment in the previous motion
and the terminal time of the blending segment
in the following motion. The weight function is
defined as a Hermite curve based on the veloci-
ties at the beginning and the end.
The velocity at the terminal time t1 is com-

puted based on the distance between poses. Us-
ing the ratio between the average velocity over
the blending range and the velocity at the termi-
nal time, the velocity (slope) at the end time of
the weight function w′(t1) is

w′(t1) = V (t1)/(D(t0, t1)/(t1 − t0)) (16)

as shown in Figure 3 (a),(b).
However, if the direction of the movements

before and after the terminal time are different,
the velocity should become zero for a moment
at the terminal time. Then, the velocity (slope)
is set to 0, i.e., w′(t1) = 0, as shown in Figure 3
(c).
The same process is applied to the velocity

(slope) at the initial time. A Hermite curve is
defined using the slopes at the initial and termi-
nal points. This ensures continuity in the syn-
thesized motion at the initial and terminal points
of the blending range.
The same method is also applied to motion-

to-motion blending.

4.4.2 Pose-to-Motion and Motion-to-Pose
Blending

For pose-to-motion and motion-to-pose blend-
ing, in addition to the velocities at the initial and
terminal points, we use the distances between
the pose and the poses during the motion to ad-
just the initial or terminal times.
Here, we consider the pose-to-motion blend-

ing example shown in Figure 4. We compute
the distances between the initial pose from the
previous motion and the poses in the following



motion. Based on the trajectory of the distance,
one of three types of weight functions is applied.
If the distance increases monotonically, a

weight function is determined so that it also in-
creases monotonically between the initial time
in the previous motion and the terminal time
in the following motion, as shown in Figure 4
(a). In the same way as pose-to-pose blending,
the weight function is represented by a Hermite
curve and we determine the slopes at the initial
and terminal points using the velocity of the dis-
tances. Because the motion segment in the fol-
lowing motion reaches the terminal pose in the
same direction as the initial pose from the pre-
vious motion, this blending generates a smooth
transition.
If the end point is in the middle of follow-

ing the motion segment, we use a weight func-
tion that becomes 1.0 at this point, as shown in
Figure 4 (b). A Hermite curve is created in the
same way. In this case, the slope at the point be-
comes zero. If we simply blend the motion seg-
ment until the terminal point, the blended mo-
tion goes past the terminal point and then comes
back. Then the pose at the end point is not real-
ized. Therefore, we adjust the terminal point.
If the distance trajectory decreases monotoni-

cally, it is difficult to avoid this problemwith any
weight function. In this case, instead of pose-to-
motion blending, we only use the end pose in the
following motion and apply pose-to-pose blend-
ing (Figure 4 (c)).
The same process is applied to motion-to-

pose blending.

5 Interactive Motion Control

This section describes our extension that auto-
matically determines the execution timing of the
input motion so that the new input motion is ex-
ecuted as soon as possible after the current syn-
thesized motion. This feature is particularly use-
ful for interactive motion control.
The important constraint when adding an in-

put motion while the synthesized motion is be-
ing played is that the new input motion should
not change any already played synthesized mo-
tions. Because if the current pose is changed,
it would produce a discontinuity. To prevent
this, all the new blending segments must only

exist after the current time. This constraint is
applied to determine the blending method and
range. Then, we must add the following con-
straints to the possible ranges of the blending
segment S (ts,begin ∼ ts,end).

tcurrent < ts,begin,
tcurrent < ts,end

(17)

where tcurrent is the current time when playing
the synthesized motion.
When we add an input motion, the system

searches for foot-moving phases in the synthe-
sized motion after the core of the last input mo-
tion, and before the new input motion’s core. If
there are foot-moving phases, we either apply
motion transition or connection. If not, we ap-
ply motion adaptation.
When the blending method and correspond-

ing phases of the previous and following mo-
tions have been determined, the following mo-
tion is temporally placed based on the phases
with a fixed interval (one second in our exper-
iments). Then, we compute the optimal blend-
ing ranges. Finally, the execution timing of the
following motion is adjusted to an earlier tim-
ing, so that there is no gap between the blending
ranges and the core parts of the motions.

6 Results and Discussion

We have applied our system to animation editing
and interactive character control with dancing
and fighting motions, which contain dynamic
movements that are considered difficult for mo-
tion synthesis methods. For dancing, we chose
to use hip-hop dance and Japanese traditional
Noh dance motions, because they contain com-
plex and independent movements of the upper
and lower body. These motion capture data are
either purchased or provided from a research
project [17].
Some motion synthesis results are presented

in the accompanying video. We compared our
results with two conventional methods: pose-
based and constraint-based. The pose-based
method determines the blending timing based
on the pose similarities between two motions.
This approach is commonly used in previ-
ous presented methods [11, 13, 14, 15, 16].
The constraint-based method [1] determines the
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Figure 5: Analysis of synthesized motion. The velocities of lower and upper body over time are
plotted.

blending timing based on the foot-ground con-
straints.

Our method performed well in these results
and comparisons. For example, for dance mo-
tions with motion transition and connection (the
result of blending the foot-moving phase of the
previous motion with the following motion) the
moving foot moved further than the original mo-
tion. Our method determined the blending range
for the lower body (the foot-moving phase is
elongated) so that the velocity was maintained.
In addition, smooth motions were generated for
the upper body with a wider blending range. In
the fighting example, when blending the flying
phase of a jumping motion, the weight function
was properly determined so that the pose of at
the highest point of the jump was realized.

To evaluate their quality, we analyzed the syn-
thesized motions by calculating the velocities of
the lower and upper body over time. By investi-
gating the velocity trajectories, we can find un-
natural artifacts such as foot sliding and sudden
changes of motion. The velocity of the lower
body is calculated from the average velocities
of the left foot, right foot, and pelvis. The ve-
locity of the upper body is computed from the
average velocities of the right hand, left hand,
chest, and head. The results from two cases
(a hip-hop dance and a Noh dance) are pre-
sented in Figure 5. Several artifacts can be seen
in the synthesized motions from the pose-based
and constraint-based methods. The pose-based

method caused unnatural foot sliding during the
support phase. The constraint-based caused a
sudden change of speed and deviations from
the original motion, because of an inappropriate
blending range and weight function.

We also discussed our Noh dance results with
some expert researchers and performers. They
commented that the synthesized motions look
very natural. A Noh dance consists of a se-
ries of motion units called Shosa [17]. Even
though the core parts of the motion units (Shosa)
are formalized, the transitions are not clearly
documented and are only learnt through exten-
sive practice. In general, the fluent movements
between the core parts of the motions without
unnecessary deviations are considered beautiful
Noh dance moves. Our method simulated these
beautiful movements by professional perform-
ers, even though it is not specialized to this kind
of dance. We believe that this is very promis-
ing result. In the future, we plan to apply our
method to other forms of dance and sports.

In terms of computational efficiency, our
method works in real-time. In general, opti-
mization processes can take a long time. How-
ever, our method is fast because there are at most
two variables (the initial and terminal times of a
blending segment).



7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an interactive motion
synthesis technique. We introduced the optimal
blending range and weight function, which are
determined for each blending segment of the up-
per and lower body. Our method can be used
for both animation editing and interactive char-
acter control. We believe that our method is par-
ticularly useful as a game engine for interactive
character control, because it does not require a
state machine and can use a set of existing mo-
tions.
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